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Trustees to decide on special student status
By MICK SHULTZ
Staff Writer

The issue of a student advisory
member to the Board of Trustees
will come to a vote Nov. 1.
The ASCWU Board of Directors
has been lobbying for an exofficio (non-voting) member to
the board since March.
BOD President Jeff Morris says
•'the vote count looks good; the
unknown factor is the new
members." Morris was referring
to Central's three newly
appointed trustees.
The issue of advisory members
to the Board of Trustees has been
surrounded by controversy at
Central. This is partly due to
concern that if students are
granted an advisory member
other campus constituencies will
also want one.
Richard Meier, chairman of the
Association of Administrators,
says he believes students should
have an advisory member on the
Board of Trustees, but he also
believes that "all campus groups
should have equal access" to the
trustees. Meier says if students
are granted an advisory member
the Association of Administrators
will probably issue a statement
asking the trustees to grant them
the same status.
Faculty Senate Chair Beverly
Heckart said at the June 28
trustees meeting if students are
granted an advisory member on
the board, th_e faculty would also
want the same representation.
As a part of their lobbying
efforts, BOD took a survey of
western states to discover how
many of them have student
members on their universities'
boards of trustees. New Mexico
most closely resembles what
could happen here at Central,
with three ex-officio student
members, and one ex-officio
faculty member on each of the
~:~~ts~niversities' boards of

The survey results reported
that Oregon has had two student
members with full voting rights
since 1974. In California there is
one student member on the state
board, also with full voting rights
since 197 4. Montana has had one
student member with full voting
rights since 1975 on the state
board. Utah and Arizona each
have one student on their state
boards, both with full voting
rights.
If Central's Board of Trustees
does not voluntarily include
students there is the possibility
that the state legislature will
mandate it.

In a letter to BOD dated May 23,
State Senators Marcus Gaspard
and Nita Rinehart said they_are
"interested in encouraging
students to participate fully in the
decision making process at our
public colleges and universities."
For the time being. however, the
letter said the Senate Education
Committee "chose not to enact a
law
governing
this
participation."
Senate Bill 4116, according to
the letter, would have "added
non-voting advisory members to
the governing of each of the six
four-year institutions and given
those members authority to

participate fully in parliamentary
procedures, receive all materials
given to voting members. receive
proper notice of any meeting_s
and take advisory votes for public
record before official votes are
taken.''
Gaspard
and
Rinehart
concluded the letter by saying
that they would like to see
voluntarily ·:~mplementation of
these changes so we are not
forced to adopt the statutory
revisions to achieve them."
This is a highly politicized issue
which reaches far beyond
Central's campus. The outcome
of the Nov. 1 vote is sure to
reverberate across the state.
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION
Lesson must be learned about road safety
By JOHN MERRILL
Editor

" ... and I thought of a girlfriend or a young wife, and a state
trooper knocking in the middle of the night, to say your baby died
in a wreck on the highway."
- Bruce Springsteen
This summer was a vacation from school for me. But it was
during this 90~day hiatus that I received a lesson I could not
have gotten in a classroom. I learned the value of life, and the
tragedy of one lost.
My professor was a highway patrolman; my textbook was a
twisted heep of metal that was once a 1983 Honda Accord. The
right side was caved in, pushing the engine to where the
passenger seat had been.
The car was part of a traffic safety display at last month's
Western Washington State Fair. It carried with it a message
that rang loud and clear: Drunk drivers are killing innocent people. Every day. Everywhere.
The Accord was hit by a drunk who ran a stop sign. Inside the
Accord were two sober, innocent people. Both died.
Still fresh on my mind that day was an accident that had occured near my home two weeks earlier in which a speeding

drunk driver lost control of his car and slid into an oncoming
van. The young man driving the van survived, but killed were
his wife and six-year-old daughter, as well as the drunk driver.
The death of the drunk driver may be seen by some as instant
justice, but the sober, innocent mcin driving the van that night
had his family taken from him, and nothing can justify that.
The accident occured near an area where, earlier that month,
I had to swerve off the road to let an oncoming car pass. It was
traveling well over the speed limit and in my lane.
I don't want to preach to anyone, only present the facts and
stress the importance of safety on the roads. Innocent people
should not die. Something has to be done to curb the alarming
number of innocent deaths.
I worry about my sister and my· girlfriend, about an out-ofcontrol drunk sliding head-on into one of their cars. I worry
about my mother and my father, about a speeding drunk running a stop sign and folding one of their cars in half.
Probably most of all, I wo.rry about my little brother, who will
get his driver's permit in two years. I pray that he doesn't make
the same mistakes that I have admittedly made, because not
everyone. is lucky enough to get away with them. I also hope he
someday learns the lesson I learned this summer. I hope you all
do.

Studen_
t s unfairly taking a financial beating
By KEVIN BUSH
Staff Writer

While students have had their noses stuck in books, our
gracious leaders· in government have been tearing down the ivy
walls around us. I see it in the eyes and ears of students and
staff every time I go to the Financial Aid Office here at Central.
Both students and staff, pawns to the whims of government,
constantly at odds over a situation that neither can control.
This summer the Department of Education announced a
change in the number of validations required for Pell Grants.
As a result, as many as 500 students at Central and thousands
across the nation have had badly needed financial assistance
delayed. None of the students were warned and no avertive
action was made available. ·
Financial aid offices across the nation have been swamped
with work and students are farced to wait six weeks or longer
for their Pell Grants, and why? Because questionable research
shows that many students are taking advantage of the system.
I wonder what would happen if the Department of Health and
Human Services decided they wanted more information and
didn't send next month's Social Security checks to one-third of
the nation's retirees because questionable research showed
many were abusing the system.
Surely cries of outrage would sound outfrom all corners of the
nation, and yet the Department of Education can take away
financial assistance from colleges, ~rade schools and
universitites across the nation with barely a ripple across the
pond.
What can we lookforward to? Well, Reagan has already tried
to eliminate the Department of Education from his cabinet and
probably would have if Congress hadn't objected in time.
William J. Bennett, secretary of the Depar.tment of Education,
said in his first press conference that he would vigorously lobby
for the Reagan administration's proposed reductions of the
education budget.
Bennett also said that the only sacrifices that students would
be forced to practice were "stereo · divestiture, automobile
divestiture, and three-weeks-at-the-beach divestiture.'' What
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about rent divestiture, food divestiture and medical assistance
divestiture, Mr. Bennett?
The United States Student Association contended that these
cuts would spell disaster for millions of students who would be
forced to end their college careers. The group estimated two
million out of 5.3 million current student aid recipients would
be affected.
It is time now for change. We have sat back too long,
unwilling to get involved, and now we are feeling the pinch.
Read the papers, follow the issues and get youselj involved.
Because if you don't, you really have no reason to complain!
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seen, as you have captured the last time we said goodbye at the
meaning of journalism and life in golf course we worked in
a net of words that made me Tumwater. We had no idea it was
laugh and cry, literally.
our last goodbye, we were like
It is not magic that made me
brothers. Since I was at Central, I
laugh at your outlook on life and could not attend the funeral.
today's advanc~d state of
The above made me realize
technology and science, but how in our culture, we overreact
rather you - Jim Massey - and to small, insignificant problems
your astute talent and sense of and irritations. Those things are
humor, believe it or not . .
not going to make a difference in
Kevin Bush on the other hand, our lives unless we let it.
wrote a passage which kinked my
I wish you and staff well;
throat and made me cry. It was continue making this a better
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.Handicapped hold town meeting
By LYNN K. SELLERS
Staff Writer

An Ellensburg town meeting on
employment of the handicapped
took place Wednesday night at
the Hal Holmes Center. This
meeting was the first in a
statewide ·series of grass roots
appeals by the Governor·s
Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped.
The appeal was aimed at the
handicapped. their employers,
and all those concerned. Central
Washington
Universtty•s
committment
to
the
Handicapped Student Services
Program may be one of the
reasons Ellensburg was chosen
as the first site. according to Jim
W ooliscroft. co-coordinator of the
meeting.
Through this series of local
contacts the committee hopes to
gain insight into the needs and
concerns which face the
handicapped today, said
Wooliscroft. Employment is only
one of the many issues which the
handicapped want addressed.
Other issues include education.
housing. job training. medical
coverage and transportation. The
information gathered will be
introduced in Olympia for
legislative action on behalf of the
handicapped.
''Voices are the key to gaining
action. The handicapped need to
become a force to be reckoned
with. to put a bite into existing
laws so they work effectively for
us:·
according
to
Jim
Wooliscroft. of the meeting and a
disabled student at CWU.
Even though laws do exist.
discrimination is still a great
problem. explained Wooliscroft.
Many employers feel they can not
afford to hire the handicapped

''The handicapped
need to become a
force to be reckoned
with, to pu~ a bite
into existing laws so
they can work
effectively for us."
- Jim Wooliscroft

because of their special needs on
the job. In the past, tax incentives
were available to employers who
hire the handicapped because of
their special needs. These
benefits continued for the first
two years of employment. Now.
the money is no longer available
and employment opportunities
are even more limited.
The unemployment and
poverty statistics for this
minority group are at an all time
high, he explained further. It is
difficult to accurately measure
the number of unemployed. since
the figures don't represent those
who have stopped looking for
work or have just given up. Yet.
unofficial estimates indicate it
may go as high as 60 percent.

WOOLISCROFT - A lack of tax incentives and the special
needs of the handicapped make employers reluctant to hire.

·'The cost of government
support is approximately $1,000
per month. I would rather be
paying taxes and working than
sitting idle at home," said
Wooliscroft. "Employment is
directly related to feelings of selfworth and self-esteem, and we all
want to feel that we're
contributing to society.••

· Bob Bourke, coordinatorcounselor with the Kittitas
County Action Council, said he
hopes this meeting will create an
awareness of resources available
to the handicapped.
· 'Central has the best
handicapped student service
program in the state. Services are

Paula Johnson/The Observer

easily accessible and flexible to
students' needs," The meeting,
according to Wooliscroft who has
been on four other Washington
state campuses. makes the
campus and the community
more knowledgeable about
problems which still exist and
ways to overcome them.

New equipment

Independence read into library's DECtalk
By LAURI WALKER
Staff Writer

Handicapped independence
may get a shot in the arm. A new
text-to-speech system. DECtalk.
was given to Central on loan. It
has many strengths. one being a
tool for the handicapped.
The $2,800 DECtalk system
would be connected to a Kurzweil
reading machine which can scan
almost any type print by its
unique size and shape.
Most speech systems have been
monotone and the Kurzweil has a
heavy accent that is difficult for
some to understand. DECtalk,

however. has seven different
voices which enable visually
impaired students who have
trouble understanding some
voices to be able to switch to
something that sounds clearer.
Ernie Garcia. a computer
programmer working on the
DECtalk project. said "it allows
blind students independence."
While the Kurzwiel is sometimes
difficult to understand. the
DECtalk must have information
typed into it. The two combined.
however, make it possible for the
student to have the machine scan
the material and read it back to
him without relying on someone

to type it in.
The DECtalk system can create
a program on floppy disc for a
student's reading assignment.
The student can then take the
disc to a computer and listen to it,
which allows for even more
independence.
When a student has a need, the
university is required by law to
help them, such as paying a tutor
to read a book or record a cassette
for a blind person. When
interfaced with the Kurzwiel
reading machine, DECtalk will
allow blind students to do library
research, read books, magazine
"articles, class handouts and tests

independently.
DECtalk has been here a few
months and will be here only a
short time longer. The university
chose not to buy the system yet
because of a lac~ of funds. It may
possibly make a purchase at a
later date.
The DECtalk cost is $4,000 per
unit but because of the discount
available, it would cost Central
$2,800. If purchased, the
machines will be placed in the
library, Shaw-Smyser and the
Vax lab in Hebler. The IT"lchines
would be part of a 101
rarige
handicapped service p1 · 1ect at
Central.
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Plethora of acronyms organize_d
By MICK SHULTZ
Staff Writer

What? It's already the third full
week of classes and you're still
flailing about helplessly in the
vast abyss of the university's
names, numbers, acronyms, and
abbreviations!
Sure, we all know what CWU
stands for, but what about BOT,
ASCWU and RHC? The list goes
on and on.
Well, here's the official guide to
Central's alphabet soup and
plethora of departments and
organizations.
- BOT - Board of Trustees.
Seven people appointed by the
governor who officially oversee
the business of the university.

organization that deals primarily
with residence hall issues and
activities.
Apcom Short for
Appropriations Committee.
Subsidiary committee of RHC
which allocates money for
residence hall and other campus
activities.
·
The Basetti's - Beck,
Davies, Hitchcock, Meisner,

- S&A - Services and
Activities. Each quarter when
you pay your tuition, $45 goes to
the S&A fund. The money is
distributed by the S&A
committee to ASCWU, the SUB,
Athletics and other noninstructional, non-administrative
departments.
RHC Residence Hall
Council. Student government

Quigley, Sparks. These six
residence halls were µamed for
their architect, David Basetti.
- WSL - Washington Student
Lobby. Statewide organization
which lobbies the legislature on
issues of concern to students.
Please see Plethora page 8

SUB might get hall dances
By MICK SHULTZ
Staff Writer

Residence hall sponsored
dances may be moving out of the
residence halls and into the SUB.
"We'll probably see it soon," says
ASCWU Associated
Pam Putnam, ASCWU Director at
Students of Central Washington
Large to Student Living.
University. The student body
Putnam said at the Oct. 14
association, all Central students
Board
of Directors meeting that
are members.
she and Jim Hollister, Director of
- BOD - Board of Directors. Housing, and a number of LGA's
The seven member governing have discussed and support the
.body of ASCWU. The board is idea.
elected by the students at winter
Moving the dances would save
quarter registration each year.
wear and tear on the residence
Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack

halls and get students into the
SUB, a facility which exists solely
to serve students said Putnam.
The move would also result in a
profit increase for the SUB.
One reason residence halls
have not frequently held dances
in the SUB is the rental fee. For a
student organization to rent the
SUB Theatre it costs $75. For the
SUB Ballroom it's $100.
The SUB also requires their
own security personnel be hired
at any SUB dance at a cost of $4
an hour for each security person.
Halls also have to pay the
building manager $5. 7 5 an hour
for each additional hour past the
SUB's regular operating hours.
These costs may bite into a hall's
profits and reduce the incentive

to have a dance.
There is some question as to
whether the students should
have to pay rental fees at all. BOD
member Jeff Casey said that as
the current · pricing structure
stands, ''we have to pay twice to
use our own facility''. Casey was
referring to the $45 a quarter in
Services and Activities fees payed
by each student, part of which
goes to the SUB, and rental and
other fees.
Putnam says part of the plan to
move the dances might include a
new pricing structure, but as yet
there is nothing firm.
When asked if moving dances
to the SUB would prohibit them
in the residence halls, Putnam
said she didn't know.

NORTH PINE
MUSIC. COMPANY

Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack
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German professor plays organ in Europe
By JOHN WALKER
Staff Writer

Central professor and German
native, Christian Schneider
witnessed
the
infamous
destruction of Dresden by Allied
Forces at age ten~ He still vividly
recalls "all the bodies piled up
and burned in order to prevent
disease.'' Soon after World War II
ended, Schneider left his native
country while the borders of East
and West Germany were still
open and the Berlin Wall had yet
to be built.
This past summer, Schneider
returned to East Germany to
perform a series of organ recitals.
Two of Schneider's cousins still

''East Germans are
very curious about
how t~ings go on in
America, much more
than we are about how
things go on over
there."
-Christian Schneider
live in East Germany. One owns a
pharmacy and "although taxes
and government-set prices make
it impossible to become a

ii

RCA/Co•umbia
Pictures
Home Video

millionaire, he lives quite
comfortably,'' says Schneider.
The professor adds, ''There is
no unemployment in East
Germany. There are no beggars
or slums. If you do not have a job,
the state will create one for you.''
Even though the state makes
sure a person's basic needs are
taken care of, luxury costs are a
different matter. According to the
professor, a pound of coffee costs
about ten or 20 more marx than a
month's rent. A retiree could
evaporate an entire month's
check on ten pounds of coffee.
A new car from East Germany's
one auto factory would run
somewhere in the neighborhood
of 20,000 marx. That's a sizeable
sum considering few people in
East Germany make more than
1,000 marx a year, elaborated
Schneider.
Schneider doesn't foresee a
rebellion in East Germany.
"I think the socialist system is
rather deep-rooted, especially
with young people. If they had to
vote, they would vote again for a
socialist system with more
freedom to travel. They don't like
to think or make decisions. They
. like it if the government tells
them what to do," he says.
"East Germans are very
curious about how things go on in

"We must do; in our
present situation,
everything we can to
prevent another war
or more war-like
thinking."
-Christian Schneider
is criticized even by people who
basically agree with the system,"
says Schneider.
Schneider expressed a feeling
that most East Germans look on
life very fatalistically. They have
their field of profession chosen for
them at about age ten and from
then on they feel they can do little
that would make a difference in
the world, he said.

''The average person (in East
Germany) doesn't know where all
the military installations are or
what is going on with them,··
Schneider said. '
Also in both East and West
Germany pollution -is very bad.
said Schneider. The big factories
don't have a filter system and the
professor says he saw "yellow
clouds" and "an old forest with
just broomsticks sticking out."
. The government doesn't talk
about it, he said.
For the people. the church
becomes a refuge. They look to
religion to give their lives a
metaphysical dimension, he said.
The professor said he saw no sign
of the church being persecuted
and a Reverend assured him
bibles were being printed in East
Germany.
The professor looks at
communism as simply a different
way of thinking. He says
paranoia about communism or
socialism doesn't help either side.
"We must do. in our present
situation, everything we can to
prevent another war or more warlike thinking." Schneider urges,
''Whenever you can. speak a
word for peace. not as a pacifist or
a peacenick, but because military
and
materialistic attitudes will
·
probably exist as long as the
world exists.•'

MOVIE AND VCR RENTALS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
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America, much more than we are
about how things go on over
there. I always carry a jazz record
with me, which they enjoy very
much," said Schneider.
The professor spoke to many
people who would like to visit
America, but because of the
government's travel restrictions
that would be out of the question.
''The lack of freedom to travel
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HOME helps low-income through school
By JEAN EDGE
Staff Writer

HOME is the acronym for
Central's newest club, Helping
Ourselves Means Education, a
self help group designed to aid
welfare recipients and other lowincome individuals in obtaining a
four year college education.
"An individual who has a
college education can become a
productive, self-supporting
member of the community,•• said
Terri Tope, HOME's president.
"HOME's purpose is to see that
low-income individuals get that
chance.
"Many low-income individuals
think they can't go to college
because they don't have enough
money," said Tope. "They are
wrong. There are a lot of financial
resources available to people on
- low incomes.··

through education," Tope said.
·'The welfare system is designed
to work against the individual.
"Contrary to what some people
believe, most individuals do not
want to be on welfare," continued
Tope. "However, they have few
job skills that will help them get a
good job.
"Most low-income individuals
can get a job at a fast food place,
but a job like that doesn't pay
enough for the individual to
support themselves. let alone a
family.'' she said.
''Besides, the welfare system
punishes those individuals who
work part time by taking their
earnings out of their welfare
check, which makes it impossible
for them to get ahead," said
Tope.
According to Tope, an
education can help low-income
individuals be self-supporting so
they can obtain better paying
jobs.

"HOME's function is to help
people learn about what
resources are available to them
"An individual who has a
and how they can go about
college
education can become a
getting them.·' said Paula Clark.
productive,
self-supporting
director Media and Community
member
of
the
community,''
said
Resources.
Tope. "HOME's purpose is to see
According to Tope, the most that low-income individuals get
effective, lasting and positive way that chance."
to help low-income individuals is
HOME meetings are open to all
to provide them with a way to reenter society as self-supporting. interested parties and day care is
provided. Their first meeting will
productive members.
·'The only way for a person to be Oct. 26 from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
escape the low-income trap is in SUB 204 and 206.

HOME - Paula Clark, left, and Terri Tope, right, hope to help
low-income students become self-supporting.

Dr. Don A.

ChUd~

Chiropractor

of

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

962-9796

1011 NORTH ALDER . • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

[~new WORLD VIDEO~)
Monday·S~turday

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Friday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sundays 12 to l~ __ p.m.

Over 1,000 VHS Titles
lOO's of films priced at 99¢
per night, 7 days a week.
415 N. Main

962-6447

Let Washington Mutual help with a
low cost student loan. Ask your school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for more information. You'll see it's
everything we've advertised.

Was!Jin~on

M.,tpal

The friend of the family -t~~-- ·
~ ~,,

Washington Mutual Savings Bank
and its family of financial affiliates:
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
Mutual Service Corporation
Member FDIC

* This rate does not necessarily apply to students with
current loans.

*FM Cable
* Cilveawavs
*Live Disc Jockeys
* cwu campus Radio
*Request Line 963-2311

Ellensburg's Only Rock
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Campus Safety report
Campus Safety officers were
busy last week. especially over
the weekend.
Two minors were found in
possession of intoxicants. one in
Al Monty. A student was
transported to Kittitas Valley
Community Hospital by the
Ellensburg Fire Department and
an ambulance for a dislocated
knee. He was wrestling with three
other people. A girl was
transported to the hospital on
Friday with a twisted ankle. She
reported falling down the stairs.
Two students and employees of
Housing were collecting garbage
from around the campus and
residence halls and were
specifically collecting aluminum
cans and cases of empty beer
bottles set aside by residence
halls. They intended to return
them for money. which
amounted to theft because the
residence halls had set them
aside to return them themselves.

A runaway wanted in Roslyn
was found living with her aunt.
A student stopped for minor in
possession was apprehended. He
was wanted by the Ocean Shores
Police Department.
A violation of university
firearms policy was reported. A
man had hidden a rifle under the
bridge at the Southwest entrance
to Holmes Dining Hall, hoping to
sneak it in to his room in
Stephens Whitney later. He said
he thought it was too late to store
it at the safety department.
A woman reported being
harassed by a man who had been
bothering her since the Summer
of 1982. He had been sending her
postcards. letters and gifts. He
showed up this weekend after
two years.
Four counts of maliscious
mischief were reported, one civil
dispute and an unlawful issuance
of checks or drafts.

Scholarship offered
Being a dependent of someone
who works for Boise Cascade
may be worth $1,000 this year to
a current or prospective student.
An academic merit scholarhsip in
that amount is available to sons
or daughters of Boise Cascade
employees, studying at Central
during the 1985-86 academic
year.
Dependents of Boise Cascade
employees who work in the
company's central and western
Washington timber and wood
products group will be given first
consideration for the merit
award. according to Pennis
Taylor, regional employee
relations manager.
_
Central freshmen with a 3.00
high school grade point average
(on a 4.00 scale) and
upperclassmen with a B average
collegiate grades are eligible to
apply for the scholarship.
Students interested in applying
should contact Dr. James .

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
Think business. With
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
this is it: an affordable, busi,
The BA,35 means you
the BA,35 Student ~j~
ness,oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
BA,35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
Analyst.
of many.
Its built,in business
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
complicated finance,
a book that follows ·most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Business
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

'V

TEXAS

© 1985TI

Pappas, Central Dean of
Admissions and Records by
Monday. Letters of application
should include students'
university and career goals,
academic and extra-curricular
interests, details of honors,
awards and leadership positions
held, and the name and place of
employment of their Boise
Cascade relative. Applications
should be addressed to the CWU
Admissions Office, Mitchell Hall.
The telephone number is
963-1211.

Getting ·info·
in·Observer.
The Observer staff takes its
responsibility to its readers
seriously and would like to be
sure the paper is available in its
fullest capacity to everybody.
It's '. important that those
interested in seeing information
of concern to them let The
Observer staff know. Any one of
the editors or reporters will be
glad to talk to you.
. Call us at 963-1026, or mail or
bring your information to the
office in Bouillon 220 or 227. As
there are times when staff
me111:bers might not be there to
receive it, a message (with a
name and phone number) can be
tacked to the bulletin boards
outside either of these rooms.
We are not all-knowing or allseeing. We appreciate all
suggestions and information you
as readers and newsmakers can
give us.
You know what you want to see
in The Observer. Please tell us.
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Trustees
Continued from page 1
bringing
a
view
of
management to the board that
might not be there had . they
come from the central or the
east side of the state.'. said
Case. •• Seattle is a major
metropolitan area of the state.
The market place is different,
competition is different. They
have to adapt to be a little more
. state of the art.'' explained
Case. saying other areas might
be a little more "laid back."
··From a political standpoint
it is terribly well situated for
our sake." said Case of the
appointment. He stressed that
it Is all potential benefits and
that it remains to be seen.
Case said two more members
from the west could increase
Central's exposure with the
Seattle media. Central draws at

university.
''They only come to us pretty
much after it is done," he said.
''The board reflects a
regional. global vision and
Central's place in the higher
education scheme of things.•'

universities.
The task of the Board of
Trustees is to guide and help
formulate the policies of
Central. Case said they do not
get
involved
in
the
administrative functions of the

least 50 percent of its students
from West of the mountains.
Case did exprt:ss regrets
that Yakima is no longer
represented. He said there
should be no problem with
that, however, so long as the
board ''stays sensitive to
Yakima's needs."
''I wish someone from
Yakima were on the board.
There will be ·o pportunities for
that in the near future," said
Case. His term expires in 1987 .
Susan Gould's and Bruce
Wilke's terms expire in 1988
and Rueben Flores' term
expires in 1989.
By statute trustees serve six
year terms and are appointed
by the governor with the
ratification of the senate. The
governor's bill increased the
number of trustees to seven on
the regional universities and to
nine on the two state

Plethora
Continued from page 4
- SUB - Almost everyone
knows what and where the SUB
is, but few know that it stands for
the Samuelson Union Building.
Named for the late Emil E.
Samuelson.
distinguished
Central
instructor
and
administrator.
L&L Pronounced El
Linnel, it's the Language and
Literature Building, located just
north of the Ganges on the mall.
- Ganges - Pronounced ganjeez, it's the popular name for the
irrigation canal that runs west to
east through campus.
- Siberia - Nickname for the
part of campus where Student
Village.
Carmody-Munro.
Kennedy, Green, and Al-Monty
residence halls are located.
- Al-Monty - Shortened form
of Alford-Montgomery. a
residence hall in Siberia.

- Kennedy Hall - There are
two such halls, one a residence
hall in Siberia, the other houses
the Women's Center and EOP,
just south of Randall Hall.
EOP
Educational
Opportunities Program. An
umbrella organization that
provides alternate admissions for
students who qon't meet the
usual admission requirements,
but still show portential to be .
successful in college. EOP also
includes services for students
with physical and learning
disabllities as well as minority
students.
- DHC - Douglas Honors
College. A "general studies
program for talented and highly
motivated students,'' according
to the university catalog. Named
for the late William 0. Douglas,
U.S. Supreme Court justice and
native of Yakima.
Well, there you have it .

.

Be a

Partner in Prevention

October 25 & 26

•
Support National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week

•

~

Champagne Cocl;ctall or Julee
· · . Salad , Roll & Butter
Prime Rib.
Che.fs Vegetable Accompaniments
Liter Wine or·Non-Alcoholic Beverag~
Homemade Ice Cream
Coffee or Tea

$25 per couple

Reservations:
402 N. Pearl {tax & gratuity not included} 925-6545

October 19 - 26. 1985

7~~
Supported by

UNIVERSITY RECREATION

,,,

A LANDMARK DECISION
The decision to pursue a legal career at Gonzaga
University can impact a lifetime. Our School of Law
is ABA/ AALS accredited with both full-time and
part-time programs. Please write or call for our
catalog. ,
1-800-572-9656 Ext. 3 734
Washington State Only

1-800-523-9712 Ext. 3734
Continental US outside
Washington

. GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
C:1985 Adolph Coors Company. Golden. Colorado 80401
Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 1873.

SCHOOL OF LAW
Office of the Registrar P.O. Box 3528 Spokane. Washington 99220-3528
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Students tee-off new business
By DENNIS JAY EVANSON
Staff Writer

What began as a late night
conversation last May became a
reality last Friday as four Central
business students opened their
own business, Ellensburg
Miniature Golf.
The idea was the brciinchild of
Keith Shafer, 21, from Redmond.
Shafer had been toying with the
· idea of opening a small business
for two years, but had neither the
training nor the capital. The
training came when he took
small business classes. The
capital came when he found three
partners last May who shared
Shafer's goals.
Shafer's ·partners are John
Munn. 21, Seattle, Daren Hopper,
20, Edmonds and Mike Heller,
21, Bellingham.
Income generated from a first
business venture called "Bubbles
to Go" (a mobile hot tub) by the
four provided capital and after
planning for months, the wheels
were put into motion.
"Because of their ages, · ''people
· didn't think we would follow
through with it," said. Shafer.
·'They didn't think . we were
setious. It's fun . proving them
wrong. 1' .
· There has · b _e en positive
reaction as well.
,
"When people find·· out what
we're doing, they say· it'·s . great,
. they ask if there's anything they
can do to help," said Heller. The
.four singled out John Ludka and
the Daily Record, Frazzini' s
Pizza, Hancock Printing.
Knudsen's Lumber and Pepsi
Cola for their invaluable
assistance in setting up · the
business.
The new business owners feel
Central has probably been the
most help in the creation of the
business. Heller and Munn are
receiving five credits for
Cooperative Education this
quarter with Shafer and Hopper
getting credit next quarter.
According to the quartet, this
is the first time Co-op has had
experience with students starting
their own business.
"They've been great." says
Munn, "they've helped us with
the formalities of setting up a
business. I can't say enough
about them.''
Central _has also helped the
student-businessmen find other
help when they matched them up
with painters from the school
who needed the work experience
in their portfolios and Public
Relations students who received
valuable experience doing some
preliminary work for the
business.
Along with the dreams of
runing their own business have
I

.

Dennis Evanson/The Observer

FORE - Central advisor Jim Pappas and students
Darren Hooper, Keith -Shafer, John Munn and Mike
c~me

six weeks of late nights and
hard work. Many nights, the crew
has worked from the end of
classes until 2 or 3 a.m. The final
week before opeining, they had
sonte days where ~hey got no
sleep at all.
"Sleep is a . very precious and
unknown conimodity.' · said
Munn.
With .the exception of some
construction work on the

Heller: cut the ribbon

building and some finishing
painting, ~he group ha~ done
nearly all of the work themselves.
This work involves everything
from design to the actual
construction of the course. Shafer
said each member of the. group
contributed to _the project in ,his
own way.
''Each . one of us has their
specialty. Daren and I are good ·at
construction, and ·John and Mike

on a new venture.

are good at the books," ·he said.
·'The neat thing a~out it is that
this place-wouldn't.exsis~ if one of
us left."
None of- th_e partners , are
per,manent residents ()f ·the
Ellen~burg area.. so the _longevity
of th~ course is in question. Munn
and ·· Heller plan . to · graduate.
sprin~ quarter, handing ~he .
Please see Golf page 10

Yes Virginia

There's really a lot to do in Yakima
By KEVIN ~· BUSH
..;;S=taff;:;;;;.:;_W~ri=te=r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

While walking through a
crowded Boullion Hall the other
day, I overheard two seniors
talking about Yakima.
"You know, I've been at
Central for four years now and
I've never been to Yakima," he
said. "Me either, I don't even
know what's there," the other
returned.
Having lived in· Yakima for ·the
last 10 years I have to admit I'm a
bit defensive about the subject.
There are, however, some good
reasons to spend about 45
minutes driving to Yakima in the
old hand me down four-door
beast.
First. we all know how
necessary it is to get away from
the books once in a while, and
secondly, what "better way to
spend a day than to explore the
surrounding area?
The Chamber of Commerce is
the first place to stop. Take exit
33 off Interstate_82, City Center
exit, then travel east towards

town and take the first right onto
N. Ninth St. On the le(t hand side
by the Dairy Queen is the
Chamber of Commerce, open 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Maps of the town are
available.
Map in hand, the visitor is now
completely qualified to stop and
ask directions from the first
person seen. A word of warning:
Yakima has a few of those oneway streets that tourists love to
turn onto the wrong way. Most of
the one-way streets run eastwest.
There are a few things
exclusive to the Yakima area
such as the trolleys (the best way
to see the countryside), the
wineries in the lower valley and
the museum. If interested in any
of these, information is available
at the Chamber of Commerce.
There are two main shopping
malls to wander around in, too.
The Yakima Mall has four
major department stores and
numerous specialty shops. The
Valley Mall has three major

department stores and a good
share of specialty shops.
The Yakima area also has a
variety of dining establishments
with the fare ranging from
burgers to bouillabaisse,
including nationally recognized
Birchfield Manor, with weekly
specials; O'briens, known for
their brunch buffet and seafood
dinners. Casa DeBlanca and Dos
Primos for authentic Mexican .
food; and Mine~s Drive-In for
burgers.
If drama is on the agenda, the
Warehouse Theatre and The
Playmasters of Yakima Valley
Community College have
performances scheduled.
Yakima has 13 indoor movie
screens and five drive-in screens
where Hollywood's latest
offerings can seen.
Other places of interest include
the Yakima Valley Cheese
Company in Sunnyside, the
horse races at Yakima Meadows
and a farmers market every
weekend at the old train station
downtown.
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Teachin.g ·is _an equal opportunit.Y
By DENISE WIDENER
Staff Writer

Teaching has traditionally
been known as a woman ·s
profession.
Traditionally.
Times are changing and men
are con tim.~ally joining the
teaching profession.
Junior Rodd Wilson is one such
example.
Wilson's decision to go into
teaching was reinforced through
a remembrance of one of his high
school instructors. The male
physics teacher was a graduate of
Stanford University and could
have taught there. however, " He
stayed around, he told us, j ust to
make sure that we all had a good
start before we went on to
college,' ' explained Wilson.
Further reinforcement came
from Wilson's working as a
summer camp counselor for two
months, where he worked with

kids from kindergarten to grade
12.
"It was the best summer I ever.
had,'' he said.
Education is a profession with
little glory, and usually, little pay.
"I never really considered the
money involved," he said. "What
I want to do is make me happy;
and I think teaching can do that
for me," Wilson said.
"I think it's really important
kids get a good start early in life,''
he continued. "They're so eager
and able to be molded at that age,
I want to be able to see the
growth,'.' Wilson said.
The required elementary
education classes Wilson takes
include a more versatile
curriculum to follow, as opposed
to secondary majors' more
specific curriculum. However, all
education majors are required to
study on both sides of the scale.
This requirement helps to

Wolff Tanning Systems

$35 Monthly Unlimited
Monday - Friday
8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p·.m.

Tanning

$15 for five visits
707 N. Main

925-4247

Before a
Cold or Flu

Paula Johnson/The Observer

TEACHING - Rodd Wilson, an early education major is
looking forward to working with children.

reinforce the students' decision,
or to perhaps change their career
choice
secondary
or
elementary education.
"My favorite teachers were
men,'' said Wilson, ''I guess
because I could relate to them
better than my female teachers. I
think I'll be able to get at their
level (elementary) without being

an authority figure all the time,''
he said. "I love kids."
Although only about 15
percent of the students enrolled
in education classes are male,
Wilson feels men shouldn't be
intimidated.
"It's not just a woman's
profession,'' he said.

Big John's
Drive-In
specializing in the

Big John Burger

Get You--

Arm Yourself!

-

"A MEAL IN ITSELF"
Sunday - Thursday, 11 a.m.-12 a.m. ·
Friday & SaturdQy, 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

925-5900

Downtown Pharmacy
414 N. Pearl
925-1514

W@

®®O~W®[? ~®®00 'l~aa ©~®~®
908EAST10th

..
GO GREYHOUND

---~--Ellensburg. to Bellevue
Issaquah, and Seattle

*

Leaves Ellensburg------------~

9:40 a.m.
12:15 p.m.
3:10 p.m.

8:50 p.m.
l 0:55 p.m.

* excluding 10:55 p.m. bus
8th &.Okanogan

925-1177
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Central prof assists in cyclotron ·research
By BRETT SCAMFER
Staff Writer

Since 1974, scientists at the
University of British Columbia
(UBC) in Vancouver have bee~
creating matter from energy in an
attempt to learn more about
nuclear structure.
Three Canadian universities the University of Victoria, Simon
Fraser University, and UBC - are
funding the effort, which is
centered at the Triumph
Laboratory in Vancouver.
Triumph is an acronym for TriUniversity Meson Facility, ·a
reference to the three schools
behind
the
project.
One of the scientists
participating in the experiments
is Dr. Willard Sperry, acting,
physics department chairman at
Central. Sperry has be~n
associated with the Triumph
project since 1969, participating
in design work on the facility
prior to its becoming operational
in 1974.
Although CWU has no official
involvement in Triumph, Sperry
commutes individually to
Vancouver one weekend a month
to assist in the operation of the
facility's cyclotron, a 30-meterlong device that uses electrical
and magnetic fields to accelerate
charged particles to speeds
approaching that of light.

''What we have been .doing is
bombarding the atoms we wish to
study with high-energy charged
particles that have been
accelerated in the cyclotron,''
said Sperry. "The impact causes
the tar_g;et atom to lose energy in
the form of X-rays, which we
measure to determine the shape
. of the atom's nucleus."
Sperry explained that all
matter found in nature is made
up of three basic particles:
protons, neutrons, and electrons.
The nucleus of an atom is made
up of a combination of positivelycharged protons and uncharged
neutrons. Negatively-charged
electrons orbit the nucleus in
"clouds" at varying distances
from the nucleus, called
quantum levels.
Atoms lose
energy when their electrons
move from a high quantum level
to one closer to the nucleus.
"The particles we use for the
experiments are · called pions,
which have the same charge as
electrons but 300 times the
mass,'' said Sperry, adding that
''because of their greater mass,
when pions replace electrons on
an atom they will tend to orbit at
a much closer radius to the ·
nucleus, forming what are known
as 'exotic' atoms. As the pions
settle into their new orbital levels,
energy
is
given
off.''

Pions, which aren't found in
nature, are created in the
laboratory by accelerating
protons in a cyclotron and
projecting them ·into some form
of solid matter. As the protons
lose velocity, the energy of their
momentum is converted directly
into matter, producing pions .
''We create the pions, which
are particles of matter, directly
from energy,'' Sperry said.
"Einstein's equations tell us that
matter and
energy . are
interchangeable, and th~ is what
we are doing in the lab."
Sperry's group uses computers
to analyze the data produced
when beams of pions are directed
against materials to be studied.
"Ordinary quantum theory is
pretty well understood today,''
Sperry said. ''Deviations in the
amount and wavelength of
X-rays emitted by exotic atoms
can be analyzed and compared to
what we would expect to find
under ordinary conditions, and
these differences can be used to
determine nuclear structure.''
So far, scientists at the
Vancouver laboratory have
mapped a number of atomic
nuclei, often with bizarre results.
"We've seen everything from a
wheel shape to · a football, and
every shape in between,'' said
Sperry, adding that elements that

CYCLOTRON - Central's Dr.
Willard Sperry assists in
nuclear structure research.

are chemically similar are often
vastly different in nuclear
structure. "Of course, we've only
gotten around to examining a
small percentage of the natural
elements so far,'' he said.
Once the data from an
experiment has been collected
and analyzed, the scientists form
committees to write papers
explaining their results. These
are later published in scientific
journals. "Most of our results
have already been published in
various scientific journals." said
Sperry. "We have to get our
results out if we. expect funding
for the project to continue.''

For more information on any event call
963-3512
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Ski·lls center change.s with needs
help students succeed at Central,
Cummings said.
Some criticisms the Academic
The over 400 students using
Central· s Academic Skills Center Skills Center has had is it
this quarter aren't people pressed improves ·students' chances.
into a redintegration machine, all Cummings said such people
to be conditioned with grammar believe a university is a place to
or math until they no longer separate weaker minds from the
best but that the center coddles .
resemble ''boneheads.''
·
the weaker. Cummings reminds
According to Dr. D.W.
those
who criticize the center for
Cummings,
department
chairman of English and director that reason that this is a public
of the Academic.Skills Center, the university and anyone deserves
program is complex. And those help.
Cummings described the
who use the center, located on
largest
group using the Center as
the first floor of the Language and
Literature building carry varying new freshmen who score low on
the Academic Skills Deficiency
needs, he said.
Exam.
According to the
"We get people all the way from
proficiency
requirement recently
non-matriculated people who are
enacted
by
Ceptral,
those scoring
trying to decide whether or not
at the bottom third of the exam
they want to go to college up
must · be tutored before
through graduate students who
continuing
in their major.
want a little help getting their
Cummin.
g
s also said many
master's thesis put into shape,"
students using the center have
Cummings said.
faile_
d part or all of the Teacher
He added the center also gives
Education
Test (TET), and must
education majors a place to find
enroll
in
a
remedial class, pass
practical experience because
the TET, then continue their
many of the tutors plan to teach
education sequence.
language arts or math.
Yet, despite the many . who
The center gives students who
need
the center to help them
show deficiencies in composition,
fulfill
proficiency requirements,
reading, math and spelling a
said Cummings, its services
chance to improve skills, because
extend
broader. He helped
the intention of the program is to ·
By ALAN LAIN
Staff Writer

Amtr~k Sj>ecials

Or pay a one-way fare
and orily pay $ 7 for
your returnfare.

DEAN 'S .
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$150 Zone one
$225 Zone two
$275 Zone three

434 N. Sprague

•

! .

Fly Round Trip from
San Francisco · $118
Los Angeles
$138
Reno
$109

showed a need for help with the
math section of the TET.
Cummings said now because of
The center's function is Central' s new Proficiency
broader in scope as its history Requirement and higher
demonstrates, Cummings said. minimum scores to pass the TET,
In 1966 a program called the the center is busioc than ever. In
Composition Clinic was started. addition to working to satisfy
The program helped beginning Central's standards, clients can
composition students with request any help in language arts
difficulties and to give English or math.
However,
according
to
education students a chance to
Cummings, the Academic Skills
practice tutoring.
Center tries ''not to spoonfeed
people. We try not to oversimplify
In the late 60's the Composition
reality for them.
Clinic became the Writing
''We try ·not to think of
Resource Center, "with the idea
ourselves as simply a remedial
that it wasn't just a remedial
program, teacher training is
place, but a, place where anybody
equally important," he said.
who wanted any kind of
Without the center, Cummings
assistance could come,'' said
, speculated that education majors
Cummings. The Language and
would lose opportunity for
Literature building opened in
practical experience, those failing
19{0 with a section specifically
the TET would have to struggle
designed for the Writing
alone, instructors might have to
Resource Center.
lower standards to make their
classes work, and the dropout
The center then acquired a rate for entering freshmen would
reading specialist position, and in increase.
the mid-70's its name . was
"This is, after all a public
changed to Academic Skills school," said Cummings. "So I
Center ''to acknowledge the new believe we have an obligation to
emphasis
on
reading,'' provide as wide an opportunity as
Cummings said. A remedial math possible for people". .. to give it
program evolved when students their best shot.''
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'

KP-AlOO ·1n-Dash
AM/FM Stereo
Cassette
Reg. $129.95

Nows99ss
TS-6907
Maxxial 6 x 9
4-Way
Speaker. 100
Watts
Maximum
Music Power.
Reg. $169.95

-----------------------··
MODERN OPTICAL
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CALENDAR
Thursday, October 17
D Rock 'n Roll Concert - John Cafferty & the Beaver
Brown Band, 8 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion, $10.50.

D Public Relations Student Society of America - 7 -8
p.m., SUB Kachess Room; Guest Speaker: Kelly Miller, PR
representative of Expo '86.

Tuesday, October 22

D Music - Melford & Brandis Duo from New York; piano,
flute; two performances: noon, SUB Pit and 7 p.m. in Barto
Lounge.

D Central · Today - Jim Wooliscroft, Government
Committee on Employment of Handicapped, 7:25 a.m.,
KNDO-TV, (Ch. 3, 23).

D Art Show - Works by Northwest Designer-Craftsman,
8 a.m. - noon and 1-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri., Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery, Randall Hall. Wor~s on display until Nov. l; free
admission.

D University Club -

11 a.m. - 2 p.m., SUB Sam's Place.

D Electronics Club - The Electronics Club is having an
all-you-can-eat pizza feed at Frazzini's, 7 p.m., $3.50. Signup in the Hogue Technology building, Rm. 210.

Friday, October 18
D Conference - "Citizens' Rights and the First
Ammendment," Robert Vaughn, American University
School of Law, 8 p.m., Tower Theatre.

Wednesday, October 23
D Central Today- Jim Wooliscroft, 7:25 a.m., KNDO-TV.

Saturday, October 19

D Recital - Faculty recital, Linda Marra, mezzo-soprano,
8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall. Central Faculty pianist Bonalyn
Bricker-Smith will provide accompaniment. Free
admission.

D Conference - "Citizens' Rights and the First
Ammendment: Current Issues,'' P~ul Conrad, Allied Daily
Press Association, 9:30 a.m.; concurrent sessions "Privacy Legislation," Sen. Stu Halsan; "Records and
Requests," Thomas Halcomb, Assistant Attorney General
and "Records Management and Legal Compliance,"
Graham Johnson, Director, Public Disclosure Board, 10:30
a.m., Tower Theatre.

D Meeting - Faculty Senate, 3: 10 p.m., SUB 204-205.

.

D AIDS Program- KYVE-TV, (Ch. 13, 47), Yakima, 9-10
a.m., presented by NOVA. Following the show will be a
half-hour question and ·a nswer session featuring two
doctors and a health officer.

Sunday, October 20

D PRSSA Field Trip - Washington Natural Gas, Seattle.
For more information, contact PRSSA President Darrell
Riddle, 963-1026.

D Recital - Graduate recital, Wally Ridgewell, trumpet, 8
p.m., Hertz Recital Hall, free admission.

·--------------------------·
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.TIME PASSAGES

* HornecorninR 1985 Dance

This coupon entitles you to a FREE
with your paid Automatic wash
Cood Only 10·21·85'

1
I

m

-------------------------Earn a FREE wash .with gas purchase
Stop In for details
KEN'S AUTO TRUCK WASH
210 south Main 962-8500
-

Travel through time with

Music Affair and The Em.eralds
Friday 10/25 9pni.-l aID.
Tickets available at the Sub Info. booth
3.50 single/ 6.00 couple

*JohnHoDleconllng
Banquet
Moawad and the
C.W. U. Jazz Band
Saturday 10126 6:00 pm.
Dinner and dancing $9.00
tickets available at the sub info. booth.
must purchase by IQ/24
Must be 21

* HornecorninR

Parade

Come see 19 marching bands residence
hall floats and a few other surprises
Saturday 10/26 10:00 am.
Downtown to Nicholson Pavilion

For more info. contact Lynel Schack sub 10.2

~® % ®[F[F ~W~OOilW(f)~(1 ~OOil@OO~ ~ W®OOil@oo~»
~®%

®lFlF

~@~@®il@~ ~lk~ OOtllil~

Your full service
sporting goods store.
Come in and see our
Winter selections.

JroJll'GKI
105 East 4th
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 925-2500

Mr. G~s

The Grocery Store Close To Campus

Mr. G's Now Has
FOUNTAIN POP!

32 oz. for only

39e

COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE, & CHERRY COKE

Expires 10-24-85
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WEEK AT A GLANCE

se'Em or Lose'E

20th Sunday
John Cafferty in Concert, 8:00 p.m. - Nicholson Pavilion

Need· some more time to study? Need more time to use some of those
library services? Well, at the student's request the ASCWU has pushed for
extended library hours. Dr. Schneider, library dean, has always desired to
meet student's needs and has agreed to this on a somewhat trial basis. On
onday October 14th, the library will begin staying open ·until midnight,
onday thru Thursday.
Now that students have received more hours in the library, it is up to the
students to prove that they will actually use them. Through the end of the
quarter, library attendance will be closely monitored to see how much
students will use the library during these extended hours. For this reason
students are urged to make use of this service so that it will become a lasting

21st Monday
ASCWU BOD meeting, 3:00 p.m. - SUB 208
22nd Tuesday
ASCWU Club Senate, 2:00 p.m. - Sl!B Kachess
23rd Wednesday
Turtle Races, 8:00 p.m.
24th Thursday
Toilet Races, Noon - SUB
ASCWU Movie "Time Bandit", 7:00 & 9:00 p.m. - SUB

policy. Who knows, now you may even pass that accounting class you'v
been .worried about.
·
Students are also advised to use caution when traveling home from th

25th Friday
SUB Pit Entertainment, Noon - SUB
Homecoming Dinner, Regular Hours - Holmes
Homecoming Dance, 9:00 p.m. - SUB

ibrary at night. Travel ~ith friends whenever possible and always travel in
ell lit areas.

26th.Saturday
Homecoming Fun Run, 10:00 a.m.- Morgan Middle School
Homecoming Parade, 10:15 a.m. - Downtown
Homecoming Game CWU vs. PLU, 1:30 p.m. - Tomlinson Field
Homecoming Banquet, 6:00 p.m. - SUB

Committee Openings
ASCWU wants you to get involved in your university. Some committees
through ASCWU are still open and provide the opportunity for
involvement.
Pick up your committee applications at the ASCWU office, SUB 214, or
at the Student Activities office, SUB 102. Please sign up today so the
'. cominittees can tackle the new school year now.

Directors at Large·

COMMITTEE POSITIONS STILL OPEN

ACADEMIC STANDING COMMITTEE
2 positions open
SUB FACULTY COUNCIL
2 positions. open
. PARKING AND TRAFFIC COMMI1TEE
2 positions open
UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
2 positions open
CAMPUS SAFETY COMMITTEE
1 position open
TEACHER EDUCATION
1 graduate position open

COU~CIL

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID COMMITTEE
1 position open
GRADUATE COUNCIL
2 positions open
ENERGY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
1 position open

This Week in Board Action
· The Board of Directors reinstituted the Directors at Large reports to each
board meeting beginning last Monday. Two of the four directors reported,
the first being Pam Putnam, Director of Student Living. Putnam disclosed
a proposal that hall dances be moved to the SUB. The use of the SUB is not
limited to halls but is also available to clubs and organizations. "The
motive behind the move is to reduce wear and tear to the halls," according
to Putnam. This could be financially beneficial for the SUB and to some
degree for the halls. The dance proposition is still in its early stages of
thought and has yet to be officially adopted.
The second report was given from Director of Clubs and Organizations,
Mark Johnson. Johnson said 25 clubs have been recognized so far this y~ar
but he anticipates more in the next few weeks. There hasn't been a deadline
in which clubs must be ·recognized but there was discussion in·setting up one
within the week. For those clubs who haven't been recognized, they are
encouraged to so as soon as possible.

I.

Below is a list of ASCWU Directors at Large for 1985-86. All directors
serve as voting member~. on the, boar~ of directo~ and work on task forc~s
when so ,authorized. Each director's duties and 'hours are listed with the
intent that students may . contact .the repre~n~tives !Qr information' or
grievances.
,
Jeff Casey - Director at Large; R~presentative t9 Faculty Senate
·· The duties· of 'Representative· to Faculty Senate. i.t,iclude' attending and
participating in all Faculty Senate meetings and repol°ti!lg tothe board of
direCtOrS OD the COntent Of.SUCh meetings.
Office Hours:
Mon. 9:00-10:00 p.m .
Tues. 9:00 - 10:00, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Wed. H:OO - 12:00 p.m.
Pam Putnam - Director at Large, Student -Livi:ng
The duties of the Representative to Studeht Living indude ·attending all
meetings. of the Residence Hall Council and keeping a constant flow of
communications between RHC an~ the.board of directors. ·:in addition, th~s
representative is to establish contact with. off campus groups and relay
concern to the ·board of directors. Other ·responsibilities are to serve as
resource to the student comm~ity on the rights and obligations as tenants
and refer students to the proper authonties ·when housing disputes arise.
Office Hours:
Mon./Tues./Thurs. 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
Wed. 10:00 - 12:00 p.m.
Shelley Larson - Director at Large, Representative to Facilities Planning
Council
Representative to Facilities Planning Council is the chakperson of the
Facilities Planning Council.
This ch~irperson schedules meetings,
establishes agendas, and reports all results of meetings to the BOD. Any
issues of concern from the BOD about the council are taken to the Facilities
Plannning Council by the chairperson.
Office Hours:
Mon. 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Fri./Tues. 12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Wed. 11 :00 - 12:00 p.m.
Thurs. 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Mark Johnson - Director at Large, Representative to Clubs and
Organizations
Representative to Clubs and Organizations handles all requests for
recognition by student groups on behali of the board of directors and acts as
a liaison between those two entities.
Office Hours:
Mon./W ed./Fri. 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Tues./Thurs. 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Public Relations Coordinator - Maggie Murphy
Advertising Coordinator - Cindy Coffman
Contributing Writer - Fred Green
(This is a paid advertisement)
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SPORTS

17-14
'Cats move
ahead with win
over Western
By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

Getting there.
After last Saturday's almost
complete
overall
team
performance, the Central football
team is making strides in coming
together and being the cohesive
unit of last season.
Both the offense and defense
played vital roles in capturing the
NAIA Columbia Football League
(CFL) home contest over winless
Western Washington University,
17-14.
Putting it all together is what
the up-and-down 'Cats eventually
need to contend for the CFL title.
Last year the Wildcats, who were
11-2, took top honors in the
NAIA's Evergreen Conference.
Nine members of that conference
merged with with Northwest
Conference mebers to form the
CFL.
CWU is now 2-1 in the CFL and
2-2 overall. The Wildcats travel to
Portland Saturday to take on
Lewis & Clark.
In Central's latest outing
against Western, . the team
showed signs of complimentary
offensive-defensive play. A late
second quarter defensive goalline stand instilled confidence
and the offense kept up its
relative consistency to hold off
the Vikings of wWU.
"They really came through,"
said CWU head coach Tom Parry
of that second-quarter goal-line
stand and all-around defensive
play. "The defense played good
down there. We stopped their
running game.''
The matchup wasn't quite the
offensive battle that many
expected beforehand, Although
the 'Cats leaped out in front,
17-0, with 3: 14 gone in the third
quarter.
With Central ahead 14-0, the
defense turned the tide - and the
Vikings away. On a drive that
started on the Viking 22 yard
line, the Wildcats put the clamps
on. With first-and-goal Western
quarterback Kris Kriskovich ran
for one yard, handed off to John
Dickinson for no gain, and then
incompleted two passes to end
the 76-yard jaunt upfield.
Two tackles by Ellensburg' s
Matt Park and one by Jim
Newton squelched that scoring
drive. Park, a junior linebacker,
was in on 14 stops with 10
primaries on the afternoon, while
Please see Football page 20

CC men place third at PLU Invite
By DANIEL STILLER
Staff Writer

On Sept. 21, at the
Whitworth Invitational, the
Central mens' cross country
team, running with only a few
days practice, lost to Pacific
Lutheran University by 60
points.
But last weekend at the PLU
Invitational, CWU pulled
together and out-distanced the
host school by 11 points.
As two teams from the eightteam NAIA District 1 will
attend nationals, Simon Fraser
and Central have emerged as
the favorites.
Naturally, coach Walter
"Spike" Arlt ls ecstatic.
"After Fort Casey (last week)
I was so disappointed and
frustrated, this was a pleasant
surprise,'' said Arlt.
Led by junior Art Clarke's
third place finish, the men had
several
runners
run
outstanding races. ''The top
three guys were a total
surprise. I thought they'd run
well, but not this well," Arlt
stated.
Joel Czech came in ninth,
while Green River Community
College transfer Ken Rosetta
came through with a 13th
place finish.
"Rosetta ls really breaking
through and came out of the

SURE CATCH
running back Jim
catches a screen
quarterback Matt
against Western

ART CLARKE

pile this week and Czech did a
great job. Both are quality
runners. It was a good race, but
there are better to come,'' said ·
an optimistic Arlt. "Clarke ls
just an outstanding athlete. He
was out front the whole way.''
In summing up the squad's
chances at nationals, Arlt
talked about the toughness of
this district.
"It will be anybody's race. It
will probably come down to
one or two points separating
the top four teams. We'll have
to run well to go.''
The women, despite losing
their fifth runner and not being
able to qualify for a team score,

CWU
McCormick
pass from
Brkljacich
Saturday.

KIM BURKE

also had a successful meet.
As usual, Kim Burke paced
the Wildcats, coming ln
seventh overall. Annie Hall ran
a surprising 19: 14.4, good for a
15th place finish, while Pam
Maurer came in 24th.
''Annie Hall ran a great race.
She cut a minute and a half off
her ttme from the same race
last year,'' said coach Mike
Frederick. "She's really
coming on. Pam (Maurer)
didn't feel well so she wasn't at
her best.''
With the district meet
coming up in three weeks, both
teams appear to be on course
to hit their peak at that time.

Matt Massey/The Observer
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.V-ballers in control of own destiny
~~=NWOHLGEMUTH
With

one

more

major

"Basically, we're looking toward
next week's tournament. The

the tournament} is a must win to
solidify our position at districts.''
Following the Whitman
tournament, Central travels to
Seattle University on October 23,
and finishes up the regular
season with a tournament at
Simon Fraser University.

tournament left, the 'Cats find
themselves in charge of their own
destiny.
Last weekend, the Wildcats
.traveled to Spokane for matches
against Gonzaga and Whitworth.
Theonlythingtheycameback
"We'regoingtotakethewhole
to Ellensburg with was a lump in
team to Canada," LaFever said.
their throats and two more losses,
·'They girls have worked hard,
one of which counts in Eastern
and will also get that valuable
division standings.
tourney experience.''
The Bulldogs of Gonzaga
The 'Cats will also have a new
showed what a little scholarship - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - name on the court for the rest of
money can do as they outplayed
the season. Not a new face, just a
the 'Cats 3-0.
. number of net violations,'' three, and each win is worth
new name.
"Gonzaga is the two-time LaFever commented. "That three points. All previous Eastern
Freshman
setter
Julie
defending District 1 Champions'' really hurt us.''
division matches were worth five Patterson and assistant coach
said head coach John LaFever.
"Barb Crosland had good back- points.
Neil Withington were married
"They're extremely talented."
to-back matches". said LaFever.
Tuesday, October 15.
The loss dropped the 'Cats to "She had her best spiking
"Basically, we' re looking
For the season, Central is 3-1 i.n
3-1 in District 1 Eastern division performances of the year."
toward
next
weeks'
District .1 play, and 8-13 overall,
play, good for second place
tournament," said LaFever. "The not counting three exhibition
As it looks now, the Wildcats match against Simon Fraser (in wins.
behind Gonzaga.
.
Scores of the match were 15-9, are in second place in the Eastern
15-6, and 15-13.
division, and need to pick up as
Tea
Restaurant
The following day, Central many points as possible in this
'under new ownership
faced Whitworth in a match not weekends'
Whitman
"'
~
Szechwon
& Cantonese Cui~inA
....
--...::=~~~;:,w.-=-~a.:.:.:..=..:.:~~=.x..:u1.1.Mi-....-----1
counted in the district standings. tournament.
Said LaFever, ''We looked at
The tournament is a cross-over
~
Lunch Specials
some different combinations on tournament, meaning all of
l~t $2.99
$3.29
the floor," which resulted in Central's matches against the
weekdays
weekend
some
players occupying ·western division teams count in
unfamiliar positions on the court. the District 1 standings.
We Also Have Daily Dinner Specials
"We were whistled for a huge
Each match will be the best of
207 N. Main
925-2090

match against Simon Fraser is

a must win to solidify our
·
•t •
t d• •
''
pos1 IOn a 1str1cts.
John LaFever

Garden

THE BUCKBOARD ~
, ;dt
·~ . ,__.;-~
~~
I

A Food & Beverage Place

(Behind McDonalds on S. Ruby)

•Video Games
•Pool
•Checkers
•Shuffleboard

•Burgers
•Snacks
•Sandwiches
•Chicken

._____ Live Mu~ic Friday, October 18._ ___.
9p ..m. - 2a ..m.
-No CoverDaily Happy Hour - 4p.m. - 6p.m.

Coupon
-----------------------[Good any Sat. or Sun. through Nov. 30)

•Any Buckboard Burger - 75 ~off
•
•Pitcher -50 ~off

Note: this coupon
entitles customer to
one each of the disfmust be 21 years old)
counted specials.
(not valid when used with other specials)
The Buckboard
11111 - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

~coupon - - - - - - - - - -

I

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
START YOUR TURTLES

I

Get ready for the I 985

.TURTLE ·RACES
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23
8:00 P.M.
Co-Ed .teams of five
Costumes are encouraged

$ I 5.00 per team
Team members must be 2 I years of age
Each team will have Owner, Trainer,Doctor,

A Whole Foods

Almonds $1. 99

Public Relations mgr., and Security Person
CALL 963- I 75 I
FOR LOCATION AND RULES
SPONSORED BY
INTRAMURAL SPORTS FOR

per lb.
Reg. $2.59

Fresh, whole grain breads, baked and
delivered every Monday and Thursday.
BEITER LIFE NATURAL FOODS
111 W. 6th Ave.
Ellensburg

Monday-Thursday 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9:30 a.rn.-4 p.m.
Sunday 12-4 p.m.

925-2505
MIKE GOSS

Manager

HOMECOMING 85'
Sign up at NPAV I 08
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Wildcat pair making impact in '85 ·
By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

After splitting playing time at
their respective positions last
year, junior Tracy Goff and senior
Ken Linderman appear ready to
take full-time starting roles on the
1985 Central Washington
University football team.
Goff, a 6-foot-2, 245-pound
guard out of Omak High School,
helps anchor the right side of the
offensive line. With his
domination against Simon Fraser
last Saturday, he earned Wildcatof-the-Week honors and much
praise from his coaching staff.
"Tracy totally handled his man
(Bob Molle)," said CWU offensive
coordinator Scott Ricardo 6f
Goff s domination of the 6-foot-4,
255-pound Molle, who Canadian
Football League scouts have their
eye on as
offensive tackle.
Molle, a two-way player for SFU,
was a silver medalist in the 1984
Olympics as a heavyweight
wrestler.
"He completely accomplished
his assigned task,'' Ricardo
continued. •'He was even putting
Molle on his back in some
instances. He just totally
dominated him."
"He did an excellent job," head
coach Tom Parry reiterated of his
importance to protect from the
pass rush. "He completely
controlled his man.''

As a result, Central's offensive
unit came alive gaining 508 total
yards, its highest total in the first
three games.
CWU ranks fourth among the
14-team Columbia Football
League in rushing offense and
seventh in total offense. A credit
to the offensive line Goff
strengthens.
Linderman,
a
6-foot-2,

a

Linebacker Ken Linderman

225-pound linebacker out of
Orcas Island High School, tackled
and sacked his way to Wildcat-ofthe-Week status two Saturday's
ago at Tomlinson Stadium
against Whitworth College.
Linderman registered six
tackles and two quarterback
sacks for the afternoon. He was a
key reason in shutting down the
Whitworth offensive attack.
Central held the Pirates to minus
53 yards on the ground and to a
180 yards in total ·offense. His
pressure aided in forcing three
interceptions.
•'He.' s got good physical
attributes for a football player,"
said defensive coordinator Doug
Adkins. ·'He has good strength,
size, and is pretty quick. He. put
on 25-30 pounds since last
season and that has helped him
immensely.
.. He's just solid."
Both Goff and Linderman had a
hard time getting into the lineup
last year. That was because of the
veteran talent in front of them. ·
Goff traded time with Brian
Ferryman (who completed his
eligibility), Frank Reno, Craig
Danielson, and Ned Walls.
Linderman played behind alldistrict defensive end Bob Shaw
and Rich Hutula.
Lindy was slowed by cracked
ribs during the 1984 campaign,

...._....;·; . . , . . . - - - - - - - - - ,

Offensive lineman Tracy Golf
·has helped Central regain its
offensive attack.

but has returned to form as of
late.
"He had a rocky start in the
(49-21 Lirtfield loss) first outing,''
Adkins told of the hopeful teacher
and coach. Linderman wants to
become a coach someday, as does
Goff.
So the experience they make
Please see Impact page 21

Monday - Saturday
Open 11:15 a.m. - 6:30p.m.

HALF-GALLON
MILK PRICES
Farm Fresh Grade A

85¢

Pasteurized - Homogenized Whole
Pasteurized - Homogenized 2%

90¢

Rich Farm Cream 79¢ pint or $3/Half- Gallon

Winegar's·· D~
·
9.25-1821

419 W .. 15th (Six blocks from college l i b r a r y . ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
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Football
Continued from page 17
senior defensive end Newton
registered seven.
"It (that goal-line stand) had to
be a factor in the outcome,'' Parry
said after his troops escaped with
the three-point win. "It was big,
particularly when the defense has
been struggling. I had to be a big
play."
Defensive coordinator Doug
Adkins agreed.
"We bent a lot, but ·when we
got down near the endzone we
got stubborn,'' Adkins pointed
out. "We have to keep getting
better and better.''
Thoughts of last week's
emotional 42-35 loss to Simon
Fraser steered their way into the
minds of the CWU squad, after
Western staged a mild comeback.
"How could you not think
about it (th~ game where his
troops gave up 21 points in the
final 1:38) ?,"Adkins questioned
rhetorically. 'Tm sure it was on
everybody's minds."
"We just thought about being
positive and relaxed. We still are
not where we want to be yet.
We've got to develop confidence
on defense.''
"I was scared to death," Parry
revealed afterward. ''They played
pretty well."

Striking first in the .game was
quarterback Matt Brkljacich, as
he teamed up with junior wide
receiver Mark Robinson for a
7-yard touchdown strike with
8:05 remaining in the first
quarter. It was Robinson's first
TD as a Wildcat.
That initial scoring drive was a
nine-play, 56-yard , march.
Central's next possesion resulted
in a punt, but when the 'Cats got
the ball back they kept it.
Seventeen plays, 98 yards, and
nearly seven minutes later
Brkljacich found senior wide out
. Charles Chandler from eight
yards out for his second TD toss
of the day.
Chandler, a Lake Washington
High School graduate, had six
receptions for 90 yards to up his
season totals to 19 and 297.
CWU
kicker
Craig
Warmenhoven was his usual ·
perfect self, hitting on both extra
points and tacking on a 32-yard
field goal with 11 :46 left in the
third quarter. That proved to be
the key three points of the
contest.
Western kicker Paul LaBarge
failed .vehemently on a 56-yard
attempt on the final play of the
contest.
Before that, WWU quarterback
Kiis Kriskovich almost singlehandedly threw his Vikings back

into the game, thus setting up the
last gasp attempt.
Penalties haunted CWU as both
of the WWU scoring drives were
kept alive by flags on the 'Cats.
Kriskovich, who connected for
283 yards passing, rallied seven
minutes after Warmenhoven's
boot to put . Western in
contention.
First he banged in from a yard
out with 4:26 to go in the third,
and again he snuck in from one
yard away. On the final TD drive
Kriskoyich passed for 55 of the 70
yards consumed.
With it 17-14 and 1:50 to play,
Central's offense sputtered and
had to punt the ball away.
Kriskovich directed his offense
from his team's own 24 all- the
way to the CWU 40, but time ran
down and Western elected to kick
oi:i the final play.
Kriskovich was 29-of-49
passing for the day, while his
rival Brkljacich was 15-of-23 for
188 yards.
Central's ground attack
ammassed 155 yards for a total of
343 altogether.

Other standouts for the 'Cats
were linebacker Ken Linderman,
Jim McCormick, and Jimmie
Dillingham. Linderman had snuff
a drive that looked to be the
eventual game-winner with a
aerial fumble recovery. That
drive ended at the CWU 35 as
Linderman returned it to midfield
at the five-minute mark.
However, Western got the ball
back for one last chance.
McCormick keyed the first TD
drive with 30 yards to his credit.
McCormick ran and caught the
ball well out of the backfield. He
combined 7 4 yards rushing with
30 receiving yards for a 104 allpurpose total.
CWU starting fullback Ed
Watson sat out the contest with a
sprained ankle that he suffered
against Simon Fraser. He is
expected back Saturday.
Warmehoven with his points
last Saturday moved ahead of R.
J'. Williams on the all-time career
scoring list with 129 points. He is
now in sole possession of third.
He needs to reach 144 for second
and 165 for top honors.

3RD STREET,-/ ·
STATION

_;r-'111 west Thl_rd 925:- 4602

~

DREAM

RIVER CITY BAND
Friday & satu·r day Night
October 18th & 19th
CUSTOM SEWING
NATURAL BEDDING
HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE

MONDAY NIGHT
~~ FOOTBALL

ON
F'U TON
co.

COTTON

FUTONS
Twin
Double
Queen

Send for free brochure
Approximate shipping
cost S18-22 per item .

with BIO SCREEN T · V ·
13Inch Frazzln l",s Pizza
Pitcher Of Beer ALL FOR

SS
TACO SUNDAY

111 I N . State St. Bellingham. WA 98225
Hours: M_9~day-Friday I I am-6 pm - Saturday 11 am-5 pm

Three for $1

I~~ TUITION INFLATION FIGHTERS
1

~i~'
11:=.~

pizza
place

Luncheon Special

*

~~e~e~e~eTh~e~e~e~e~~

J

* ~
~

FREE pitcher of Pop
7 16 E. Sth with the purchase of any 13-16"
925-9855 pizza with 3 or more items.
Offer good 10/18-10/25 11 am.-3pm.

·----------------------- ~~

[!]

Golden Needle
Stop In & Take A Peek At Our
Wide Selection Of Christmas Crafts
& Fabric Graphics.
for all of your

Join Frazzini's ' Hole in the wall GlPlg'
Have your na~e where all can see.

Become a legend in'. your own tile•••••.
it~s something to write home about?
Frazzini's Piua Place supports SAMS

S 100
S125
S 150

* patt,erns

~

314 N. Pine

B

B

B

* fabrics

* crafts
·
B

.
G

962-9309
c:J

c:J

~~

I
~

creaUve needs

~

~

c:J

~

~

EJ~El~ ~
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Grid season begins for women
Intramural game of week
sees Blitz top Pythons, 16-0
By DENNIS ANDERSON .
Staff Writer

Editor's Note: One intramural
game per week will be selected
for coverage. Each issue we will

feature a Game-of-the-Week.
If you've never watched a
women's intramural football
game, then you're probably
already mistaken.
The opening day of the

Soccer team gets its foe
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

Break out the party hats and
streamers, the Central soccer
club has a match scheduled. To
be more precise, the club has four
matches on tap. For weeks the
team was without a foe.
The long-awaited season
season opener is Saturday, Nov.
2, at Gonzaga University,
followed by a match the next day
at Washington State University.
The soccer club then returns
home for two matches, the first
one against WSU on Friday, Nov.
8, followed by a match against a

club from Cheney Saturday, Nov.
16.
Coach Geoff Davison said he is
"trying desperately" to schedule
some matches before· the season
lidlifter.
Davison said he plans on
having a traveling squad of 15 players, noting that the lack of
funds prevents him from taking
the entire 20-plus player team.
"I'd love to take everyone," he
added.
Davison sadi it was too soon for
him to say who would be starting
in the opener. "That team is
forming in my mind,'' he said.

ELLENSBURG VIDEO

intramural football season kicked
off Monday with two womens'
teams showing excellent passing
and long spectacular sideline
runs.
The All Star Blitz seemed to
have both of those in abundance
Monday.

The conversion pass after the
touchdown fell just out of the
reach of diving Blitz receiver
Kathy Hamill.

The Blitz started things off on
the second play of the game,
when speedy Janet Tingvall ran
for an 80-yard score. Her team
also scored the opening game
victory, 16-0, over Monty

With the Blitz moving the ball
upfield on a 20-yard pass from
Robillard to Hamill and a 15-yard
dash by Robillard, Python
manager Mike Garcia called a
timeout to regroup.

Strong defense proved · things
didn't look all that bad for the
Pythons coming up to the end of
the first half.

Pytho~s.

On the next play the Pythons
~ere sacked for 15-yard loss,
ending any first-half scoring
threats.
To start the second half, the
Blitz intercepted a Python pass to
squelch any comeback hopes.
In other women's football
Just as things began to calm action on Monday, the 3 p.m.
down for the Monty Pythons, contest was won by University
more trouble arrived in the form Pizza, 32-0; over the Meisner
of a Robillard interception of Mates. In the men's 3 p.m.
Python pass. That changed the · matchup, Phil's Football Team
defeated the Astroterds, 40-12,
momentum.
The
Kings beat the Raindogs,
Two plays later Robillard ran
around left end for her first 18-0, Air Guidi defeated 40-6, and
touchdown of the day and the set Army ROTC snuck past the
Beckerheads, 9-0.
the final margin of victory, 14-0.

''That was a great run down the
sideline by Janet," said Blitz
manager Steve Morgan.
After the run by Tingvall, Blitz
quarterback Laurel Robillard ran
in the conversion for early 8-0
lead.

Impact

"Largest Selection In Town!"

Continued from page 19
now will undoubtedly carry over
into a future classroom, if their
cumulative goal is met.
Ricardo feels Goff s success on

Sunday - Thursday
Movies $1. 75
VCR's $1.95
Friday - Saturday

*
*
.I!l~f'CISe.

Hours
Monday - Friday:
10 a.m.-9 p.m.

VCR's

Saturday: 9 a.m~- 9 p.m.
Sunday: 12 p.m.-9 p.m.

925-1737

~

"The Original,
The Fitness Leader"

******

1

.:

Tuesdays and Thursdays,
5:30 p.m. at
Washington school,

'

(

6th & Sprague.
Imtructor: Louise 962-6162

the field derives from his strict
work ethic and mental
toughness.
·'Mental
toughness
is
something you can't coach,'' tells
Ricardo. "He's just worked hard
on the weights. He paid the price
on weight training to get . fn
shape. He's built to do his job.
''He doesn't say much, but he
puts his words into action. He's a
character kid."
Although Linderman played a
reserve role last year, Adkins
knew this year his time would
come.
"I expected him to fill in
corning into camp," Adkins
notes. "He's who we look to as a
pass rusher (frotn
..... the linebacking
slot). That's prfrnarily his job,
and he does it well.'·
With the topsy-turvy total team
play each game, both Goff and
Linderman play roles where the
offense and defense can be
brought togeher by their play.
This year they'll both have the
time to make a difference.

........................
sa
!
Good Only Monday October 12, 1985

for a large, 2-topping DOMINO'S PIZZA.

What an appetizing offer. You save $2.82! So, if you
hunger for a great deal on a great deal of pizza, call
us tonight. Order a large DOMINO'S PIZZA with 2
toppings. Then give the driver this coupon and $8.
Imagine, dinner for ate. Eight? $8.
Name

DOMINO'S

ST.ELMO'S
iRJ FIRE

-----

•

w•- ""'""OTOMO

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

I
•

Fri.-Sat. : 7 p.m. & 9:15 p.m.
•

PLi;n.-Thurs. : 7:30 p.m.

e

KQBE

i

2 p.m. Sunday Bargain Matinee

I

I
I

·

All seats $2.50 -

Coming Next:

"PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE"

I
•••

1
I
i
•
•

...--····--·····
I

4 Dakota* Roslyn* 649-3155

I
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C?etting defensive

CWU defense takes to warpath
By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

With only seven minutes gone from the game, I heard my
name called from behind. We led only 7-0 over lowly Western
Washington University in the first quarter.
I knew it wasn't time for a substitution - or was it.
Somebody wanted to know who I was and why I was standing
on the sideline. That was obvious in the person's tone who
asked about me.
"That's him, that's Matt Massey," a 200-pound l(nebacker
pointed out with an accusing finger. Had I been on the visitors
sideline, I might have been more welcome. It was that simple.
I knew imm~diately what the accusation being made was all
about, that is once I allowed myself to think back on my preview
story of the upcoming game that I had written for that
Thursday's paper.
Another 1 75-pound defensive back was by his teammate's
side, staring on with displeasure. I now knew_ who was invading
Wildcat football space. It was me, not the opponents that
afternoon.
"The defense doesn't like you very much, " the imposing
figure said, extending a not-so-friendly greeting. Maybe he
wanted my job, covering his CWU football team.
That Saturday at Tomlinson Stadium, I was made aware that
the 1985 defensive unit of Central Washington University's
football team didn't care for my journalisitic opinion at all.
From that point on I ducked and darted through the mass of
muscle-bound bodies, taking my pictures for another week of
The Observer. Discreetly I did my job, trying not to further
irritate a squad of some 40 defensive players.
From a reliable source, I heard that my infectious statement
was used as incentive in the Oct. 12 win over the Vikings of

wwu.
I guess one could say I was part of the motivational package
for the defense to rise to the occasion - as it did that Saturday.

What the defensive unit had done prior to the contest was to
say uncomplimentary things about my npt-so:flattering line
and used my name as a substitute for contents of a porcelain
rest spot.
·
Consequently I had my name stepped on, crossed out, and
banishedfrom use in Kittitas County. The word was out and the
defensive posse was looking to lynch me at first opportunity.
They first were going to do anything and everything to prove me
wrong on that given Saturday (Oct. 12).
I wasn't going to try to stop them - just stir their memory,
emotion and character.
I had made one wrong statement and thought I might die at
midfield. A swarm of Wildcats and I'd be history.
At that moment lfelt myself shrink into the form of a tackling

dummy.
Maybe a midfield tackling session was staged after the game.
For all I knew that was a possibility.
Apparently what all thefuss was about stemmedfrom a line
· in the preview article that compared the CWU defense's point
per game yield to that of Yuban coffee. Maybe it was a little
strong for my own team, the one that represents the school I
attend. But statistically. the defense needed improvementfor a
win on the following week.
After last year's near-perfect season, maybe I got a smidget
spoiled. But I did not want to be part of a bone-crushing
ceremony.
Instead, I savored the word-crushing and victory ceremony
with great pleasure. The defense had done it's job Saturday.
We won 17-14 and I remained the Sports Editor for another
week. Maybe I won't have to involve myself so much in the next
contest and keep my words to myself.
Point well-taken.
That same week I had been shown what an emotional animal
football coaches can be, as doors slammed in my face twice.
Hopefully, for my sake, this is a closed issue.

Hom~coming

Concert

PRODUCTIONS

~

JOHN CAFFERTY

~6'

~~Q.
&
6'~
-<.~'O c:; THE BEAVER BROWN BAND ~DAI y
October 20 at 8 p,m. Nicholson P·avilion -

$lo.so

Tickets on sale at: Sub ln.formation
Shapiro's
Stereocra.ft
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TYPING:
Reports, thesis, termpapers.
Experienced. Low rates. Fast service. Pick up
and delivery. Call Jean, 925-2513 after noon.

Classifieds
Got something to say?

EXPERIENCED TYPJ~T-Reasonable, fast,
accurate, all formats. Nothing too large,
small, or difficult. Resume specialist.
Bookmark Services, across from Post Office.
962-6609 or 968-3228.

Say it with The Observer.
Classified Ad section. Only Sl!
(25 · word maximum for S 1.00
ads, S3. 75 for all business ads).
Classified Ads should be turned
in Bouillon Hall Room 22 7

OPPORTUNITIES

'before noon Monday. Business
Ads can called in at 963-1026,
ask for Darrell Riddle. Items
should be in written form, not

$10 - $360 Weekly/up mailing circulars! No
quotas! LSincerely interested rush self·
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock IL 60098.

more than 25 words in length,
and be accompanied by S 1.

Royal Vista Care Center will be having a Bake
Sale in the SUB on October 18th at 10 a.m. All
profits and donations will go to a movie
projector fund for the enjoyment of our
residents. So come and enjoy for a good
cause. -

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

SERVICES
PAPERBACK EXCHANGE - New fiction
and non-fiction, out-ofprint classics, poetry,
drama, sci-fi. Pay Vz cover price or trade.
Bookmark Services, across from Post Office.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Twin bed: Frame with
headboard, mattress, box springs, $20.
962-5903, after 5:30
1981 Suzuki motorcycle, GS-660-1,
immaculate condition, lots of chrome,
includes helmet. Price reduced to $975.00!!
Yakima 1-966-3784
SPEAKER STANDS: Hand made solid red oak
speaker stands, accommodates most speaker
sizes. For more information or to order call
marketing director. 963-33971 Limited Offer)
PIANO FOR SALE: Two year old Kouler and
Campbell upright, colonial styling. Need
money - Make offer. Call 962-8651.
TYPEWRITTER FOR SALE: Like-New SilverReed electric typewriter. $7~ or best offer.
Call Jennifer at 962-8236'

WST AND FOUND

Ski Parka dark blue with red band across
chest and back. Lost the week of Oct. 1 - 4.
Reward. Call Adam Lamb, 962-1769.

~YSTIQUE

HAIR DESIGN: Haircuts From
$8.00. 962-2778.

TYPING: Term papers, essays, theses,
manuscripts, resumes. Rush work accepted.
Reasonable rates. Call Allyson at Words For
You, 962-5903, after noon or leave a message.

PERSONALS

Support the

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

·

dp t$1~J?'J2W~

American Heart
Association

M.K. COME BACK WHERE YOU BELONG.
MISS YA. S.

Manastash metric century and half eentury

0-Alph8

BICYCLE

THERAPEUTIC PLASMA CENTER

EARN UP TO $20 THIS WEEK!

TOUR

106 kilom.e ter ride Saturday "October 26

WANTED: Plasma donors to earn extra cash while helping

registration begins at 8 am at the corner of Fint

others. Alpha Plasma Center is located at 26 South Second
Street, Yakima.
Tuesday - Saturday
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Individuals or groups invited to earn extra cash for projects
and activities! Phone: (509) 457-7879

& Pearl Streets. Tour be~s at 9:55am sharp
registration for students is only 84
for more inf9rmation call 925-3030

CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

ear after .·

year, semester.
after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance program o~ campuses
all over America.
Find out why ~

Chinese & American Dishes Chinese banquet .facilities
Special Chinese .fami(y dinners
Cocktails
Bank-Americard & First Bank Bank Cards
ALL YOU CAN EAT .
Wednesda_y 11 :30-3pm Sunda.Y 12-3pm
lunch buffet $3.80

11 :.'Wam-1 lpm

.'Wit u rd ay
4:30.pm. 11 pm

,."fonda_y
·"Ull. I 2-9pm

Orders to go

925-2128

.-.. . ;.: ._ .:;..j

Quality Typing Paper

Electronic Typewriters

925-4444

111 E. 4th Ave.
~

THE NASH BAND

9:30 p.m.

Pagoda N. Y. Restaurant

Frida_y

Computer Supplies

Typewriter Repairs

and Saturday

Russ Bender 962-9490
(In the plaza)

11 :.'Wam -9:.'lOpm

. ,~

Rental and Sales

Floppy Disks

...

1

This Thursday, Friday

Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

Monda_v . Thursday

~

Sanyo Computers·

116 W. 3rd

u

to

1 :30 a.m.

NO COVER!

620 Cascade Way

925-6862

ATTENTION
ALL CWU STUDENTS
living off campus
Are you interested in
pre - registration?
Informational meeting: October 22, 7 p.m.
in SUB Ballroom
Important meeting to explain how pre-registration will work at
Central Washington University.
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Scoreboard
CWU STATISTICS
Reealta and Remainbas Schedalti
Sept. 21 .... . .... .. ... . ......... . CWU 21, Linfield 49
Sept. 28 .... ... ...... . . . . . ..... CWU 30, Whitworth 16
Oct. 5 . . . .
. .......... . CWU 35, Simon Fraser 42
Oct.12 .. . ............ CWU 17, Western Washington 14
Od. 19 at Lewia and Clark .. .. . . . ... ..... . . . . 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 26
Pacific Lutheran ...... . ..... . ...... 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 2
at Puget Sound ........ .. ...... . ... 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 9
at Souther Oregon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 16
Eastern Oregon . . . .
. . .. 1 p.m.

RUSHING
. Dilliilgham . . . . .
McCormick ... .
Wataon .... . . .
Bumgarner ... .
Brkljacich . . . . .
Brawley .
Mortimer ..
Cote.. ........
Totals ...... . .
Opponents . . ...

219
199
140
6•
58
36
17
·4
729
395

6.5
5.4
2.9
3.4
2.2
4.0
8.5
-0.4

3.8
2.7

0
2
4
2
1
0
0
1
8
7

Att Com Int PCT Ycla TD Long
89 48
-i 53.9 574
5 •8
12
5
1 41.7 60 1 28
101 53
5 52.5 634 6 48
174 93
4 58.4 1190 9 77

RECEIVING
Chandler . . . . . .
Robinaon . . . . . .
Dillingham .....
Watson
Crowell . . . . . . . .
McCormick .
Toms . . . . . . . . .
Hayden .
Bumgarner . . . .
Totals . . . . . . . . .
Opponents . . ...

No. Ycla Avg. TD
19 297 15.9 2
7 80 11.4 1
6
37 6.2 1
5
31 6.2 0
5
28 6.6 0
4
42 10.6 0
3
74 24.8
1
2
33 16.5 0
. 2
12 6.0 0
63 '634 12.0 6
93 1180 12.7 9

MEN'S "C"LEAGUE (4 p.m.): Thursday, Oct. 17 AFROTC-West Side Boys; iClng Kans· The Playboys; Earl
Martin-Hans Gym; Quigley-Dead Kennedy. TuCSday,
Oct. 22 -King Kans-West Side Boys; Earl Martin-Dead
Kennedy: Quigley-Hans Gym; AFROTC·The Playboys.
MEN'S "B" LEAGUE (3 p.m.): Thursday, Oct. 17 Mad Bombers-Lady Bandits; Enforcers-The Dirty Dozen
minus-l; Bill Philllps·Alr Woody; Bushmen-Assassins.
Tuesday, Oct. 22 - Enforcers-Lady Bandits; Bill
Phillips-Assassins; Bushmen-Air Woody: Mad Bombers·
The Dirty Dozen mlnus-1.

COLUMBIA FOOTBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS
Northern Division

w

Pacific Lutheran .
.1
.. . 2
Simon Fraser .. . ...
Central Washington .. .................... 2
Puget Sound ..... . ..... ...... . ..... ... 1
Whitworth ... . ...... . .. . .. . ........... 1
Eastern Oregon ....... . .... . ........... 0
Western Washington ...
.......... 0

L
0
1
1
1
1
1
2

T PF PA
0 54 13
0 101 96
0 82 72
0 46 63
0 46 53
l
53 76
l
62 71

Southern Division
w L T PF
... 2
Linfield.
. ..... . ...... .. 2
Western Oregon .
.. 1
Pacific . .
·Southern Orgon .
.1
Oregon Tech . . .. . ...... .. .. .. .......... 1
LeWis & Clark ......... .. .. : ' . .. ;, ... ·. . 1
Willamette . .
.0

0
l
1
l
1
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

66
81
36
38
43
48
62

PA
46
73
44
42
31
66
72

W
3
3
2
3

L T PF
0 1 149
l 0 126
2 0 103
1 0 129
l 3 0 73
0 3 2 83
0 3 1 89

WL
3 1
3 1
2 2
l 2
l 3
2 2
1 2

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

PA
69
102
121
93
130
198
99

PF PA
121 81
13• 87
75 95
47 98
81 116
-·
76 93
112 112

..... ,.... .. ,
I':;:!id1Hd
'

.• , . ' . I
~

LAST SATURDAY'S SCORES - Weetern Washington 14 at Central Wuhington
17; Simon Fruer 9 at Puget Sound 33; Western Oregon 53 at Whitworth 14 (ld; Pacific
Lutheran 55 at Oregon Tech 14 (x); Pacific 33 at Eastern Oregon 27 (x); Lewis & Clark
10 at Southern Oregon 24 (n); Willamette 33 at Linfield 36.
THIS SATURDAY'S GAMES-Simon Fraser at Whitworth. Western Washington
at Willamette (I), Central Wuhingion at Lewia & Clark (Jt), Puget sound at Pacific (x),
Eastern Oregon at Pacific Lutheran. Linfield at Southern Oregon (n), Oregon Tech at
Western Oregon.
X·non·conference game. N·Night game.

a

WOMEN'S LEAGUE (3 p.m.): Monday, Oct. 21 ...:.. Mon·
ty Pythons-Meisner Mates: All Star Blitz-University Pizza. Wednesday, Oct. 23 - Meisner Mates-University
Pizza: All Star Bl!tz·Monty Pythons.

VOLLEYBALL

SCORING-Watson24, Warmenhoven 17 (11of12 PAT1
and 2 for 2 FGs), McCormick 14, Chandler 12, Cote 6, Tome
6, Dillingham 6, Imhof 6, Brkljacich 6, Robinson 6.
INTERCEPTIONS - Imhof 2, Anderson l, Nakamura l,
Linderman 1 (fumble int.).
SACKS - Wellington 3, Leonard 3, Witty 2, Linderman 2,
Coston 2, Witte 2, Newton.
FUMBLE RECOVERIES - Nelson 2, Witty, Leonard.
Coston. Linderman.

LAST WEEK
3
7

0-17
7-14

CWU - Robinson 7 pan Brkljacich (Warmenhoven kick)
CWU - Chandler 8 pan Brkljacich (Warmenhoven kick)
CWU - Warmenhoven 32 FG
WWU - Kriskovich 1 run (LaBarge kick)
WWU - Kriskovich 1 run (LaBarge kick)

cwu

FOOTBALL

MEN'S "A"LEAGUE (4 p.m.): Monday, Oct. 21 Kings-White Lightning: Army ROTC ·Astroterds ;
Beckerheads·Phil's Football Team; Raindogs-Greg
Guidi. Wednesday, Oct. 23 - Phtrs Football Team·
White Lightening; Beckerheads-Ktngs; Army ROTC·
Raindogs; Astroterds-Greg Guidi.

PASSING
Brkljacich
..
Cote . . . . . . . . . .
Totals . . . . . . . . .
Opponents . ....

CWU 17, WF.STERN 14
Centnl .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .... . ... 7
7
Simon~ . ... .... ....... ... . . . O
0

INTRAMURAL
SCHEDULE
MEN'S "X" LEAGUE (3 p.m.): Monday, Oct. 21 Junkyard Dogs-The- Rat Pak; . Brew Crew·D·Day.
Wednesday. , Oct. : ~~--: '.f'he ~t P~-D-Day; Brew CrewJunky:ard, ~iPI i 1 1 ; ; l t i : •• : . • ; · ·
·
·
·

Car Net Avg. TD
40
37
49
19
26
9
2
9
191
160

Ruhing - Central: McCormick 14·74, Dillingham 14·43,
Brkljacich 10-11, Bumgarner 3-18, Mortimer 1·9.Weetern:
Dickinaon 18-62, Kriskovich 18-17, Gilchrist 4-1.
Paulng · - Central: Brkljacich 15·23·1-188. Weetern:
Kriskovich 21H9-0-283.
Receiving - Central: Chandler 6-90, Robinson 4·52,
McCormick 3·30, Dillingham 1·13, Bumgarner 1·3.
Weetena: Sager 9-76, Phillipe 6-43, Dickinlon 5·29, Tobey
3-61, Ancira 3·36, Wambold 2·10, Gilchrist 1·16, Bigham
1-12.

wwu

First downa . . .. ..... ... .. . . .. . ... . . ... 16
Ruehee·yarde .. . ... ... ..... .. . .. .... 42-156
Paning·yarde . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . 188
Passing . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. ..... . .. .. .. 15-23·1
Fumblea·loat .. . . .... . .. . . . ....... .. . . . 1-0
Penaltiee-yarde . .. .. . . . . . . ......... . . 11·93
-Punta-average . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 5·31.4

23
40-60
283
29-49-0
5.3
6-50
4·34.5

CO-ED "A" LEAGUE (7 p.m.): Monday, Oct. 21-The
Unknowns·Hoopers: The Stompers·Army ROTC:
Watersports·Soclal Outcasts; Jerry's Kids-Joe Polsak.
Wednesday, Oct. 23 - Social Outcast-Hoopers;
Watersports·The Unknowns; The Stompers-Jerry·s
Kids: Army ROTC-Joe Polsak.
CO-ED "B" LEAGUE (8 p.m.): Monday, Oct. 21 - Air
Biscuits-Sue Lombard: Spastic Sp!kers-Terry's Gang:
Four Seasons·Laurle Schenck: Tappa Megga Kegga-Bye.
Wednesday, Oct. 23 - Laurie Schenck-Sue Lombard;
Four Seasons-Air Bulscuits: Spastic Sp!kers-Tappa
Megga Kegga; Terry's Gang-Bye.
CO-ED "C" LEAGUE (9 p.m.): Monday, Oct. 21 Coke Is lt·Al Monty Phython's Flying Circus Inc.; Piss
Offs·E·Zee. Wednesday, Oct. 23 - Al-Monty Python's
Flying Circus lnc.·E·Zee; Piss Offs-Coke Is It.
CO-ED "D" LEAGUE (7 p.m.): Thursday, Oct. 17 First Avenue Derelicts-The OP's; The Party Anlmals·F·
Troop; Gumbys 2-M!ke Eberle: Big Green Front-The
Lemmings. Tuesday, Oct. 22 -The Party Animals-The
OP's: Gumbys 2·The Lemmings; Big Green Front·M!ke
Eberle: First Avenue Derel!cts-F-Troop.
CO-ED "E" LEAGUE (8 p.m.): Thursday, Oct. 17 Them ll·Wllson Hall: 1AFROTC·Scott McGlothlln:
Davies-Croutons. Tuesday, Oct. 22 - AFROTC-Them
II; Davies-Wilson Hall; Scott McGlothlln-Croutons.

202 ~ FOU~Ttf
BOOKS TRADED AT 20~ TO 4091 FACE VALUE
COfFEE-- IN B AN ANO BY THE CUP

come In and trade
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Read a good book lately?
Although your classes are supremely important, we believe
reading should be more than just text books. So from now on
we're going to publish the New York Times Best Seller Fiction
list in a no-holds-barred attempt to inject some fun reading into
your life. We now have the entire paperback best seller list in
stock at The University Storewhere reading is still a pleasure, too.

The New York Times Best Seller List
1. THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER,
by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $4.50)
2. HEAVEN, by V.C. Andrews. (Pocket
Books, $4.50)
3 . THINNER, by Stephen King writing
~ Richard Backman. (NAL. $4.50)
4. PASSIN' THROUGH, by Louis
L'Amour. (Bantam, $2 .95)
5. RIDE A PALE HORSE, by Helen
Macinnes. (Fawcett, $3.95)
6. FOURTH PROTOCOL, by Frederick
Forsyth. (Bantam, $4.95)
7. CRESCENT CITY, by Belva Plain.
(Dell , $4.50)
8. SUPERIOR WOMEN, by Alice
Adams. (Fawcett, $3.95)
9 . THE BACHMAN BOOKS, by
Stephen King. (Nal/Plume, $9.95)
10. GOD KNOWS, By Joseph Heller.
(Dell, $4.50)

